
What’s the Point? 
Students will be able to identify and apply the 
visual elements and principles of composition, 
and research and apply major historical and 
contemporary concepts in painting within the 
Indirect Painting process.

Deliverable: 
Still-life using the Venetian Indirect Painting 
technique on minimum 18” x 24”  Museum quality stretched and primed canvas.

Requirements: 
Create a painted Still-life incorporating the following: 
l Museum quality hand-stretched canvas, primed with clean gallery corners. 
l Finished drawing of still life, transferred to canvas as Cartoon. 
l Cartoon traced in pen and ink creating Grisaille (monochromatic underpainting). 
l Imprimatura comprised of thin wash of Burnt Sienna or Raw Umber. 
l Consecutive washes of color, moving from simple areas of general color to more  
 complex details, values and colors, 

l Glazed and scumbled layers of of paint.

Artists to look at 
Rembrandt van Rijn 
Jan van Eyck 
Titian 
Giorgione

Painting I Project Rubric: 

Indirect Painting

Rembrandt van Rijn, Self Portrait, 1660



Student Examples

Nailed It (90-100) Pretty Much There (80-90) Not Quite There (70-80) Nope (Less than 70)
Museum Quality 
stretched canvas, 
primed, squared, with 
perfect corners. 

Museum Quality stretched 
canvas, primed, squared, 
with nearly perfect corners.

Museum Quality 
stretched canvas, poorly 
primed/squared, with 
messy corners.

Store-bought, or 
improperly stretched 
canvas, messy 
corners.

Finished drawing,  
cartoon transferred  
completely/accurately .

Mostly finished drawing,  
cartoon mostly transferred 
completely/accurately.

Unfinished drawing,  
poorly transferred/ 
inaccurate cartoon.

Did not complete 
drawing, and/or 
cartoon.

Accurately inked  
Grisaille, consistent 
Imprimatura.

Mostly accurately inked  
Grisaille, consistent  
Imprimatura.

Poorly inked  
Grisaille, inconsistent 
Imprimatura.

Cartoon not 
inked, little or no 
Imprimatura.

Properly applied  
Washes/Glazes/ 
Scumbling.

Mostly properly applied  
Washes/Glazes/ 
Scumbling.

Poorly applied  
Washes/Glazes/ 
Scumbling.

Did not apply 
Washes, Glazes, and/
or Scumbling.

Craftsmanship: clean & 
considered painting.

Craftsmanship: mostly 
clean & considered paint-
ing.

Craftsmanship: poor  
or messy painting.

Craftsmanship: 
messy painting.

18-20 pts 16-18 pts 14-16 pts 0-14 pts

What you will be graded on: 


